E-Box - Collapsible storage system

The E-box is a lightweight collapsible 2 Door container pod, easy and fast to assembly,
which is an ideal portable storage solution. E-box is composed of a weight-bearing
structure in galvani-zed steel thickness 20/10 and 30/10 with walls and roof in galvanized
corrugated metal she-ets thickness 6/10 and comes with double-wings door with a tubular
3 points locking handle, similar used in ocean shipping containers. The standard floor 1 1/2”
of tongue and groove wo-oden planks or a optional steel decking floor is available. E-box
can be lifted at the 4 corners via a galvanized block system with holes for the hooking a
cables or chain. The E-box once unassembled for ease the transporting, storage and
stackable each unit is only 14” in height.
E-Box are shipped knock down and
can be unloaded in a stack group.
The E-Box once unassembled for
ease the transporting, storage and
stackable each unit is only 14” in height. E-Box can be stored flat, or vertically reducing the total foot print.
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E-Box - Collapsible storage system
Assembly is extremely easy and blazing fast and
Requires only a 3/4” wrench and 15 minutes

1-Unpackaged

2-Lift Side Walls

3-Lift Rear Panel

4-Install Roof

5-Install Door

6-Finish Bolts

E-Box provides a secured environment for your valuables,
thanks to a three-point locking system similar to shipping
containers.
E-box can support shelving for additional storage
and interior insulated wall panel
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